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Chapter 431: Better than any of them 

"It's all a pill of perfect quality!" 

"Your alchemy is really against the sky!" 

Yan Hengxing took the pill and couldn't help but praised, "Okay, you go back to Tatian stronghold now, I 

will meet the opportunity here!" 

"In that case, wave goodbye!" 

Su Lang nodded, then directly used the clone to replace it, and returned to the residence of Tatian 

stronghold. 

"Woo-!!!" 

An extremely high siren echoed in Tatian stronghold. 

"All people gather in the square!" 

"The wind spirit clan opens the total attack, we must return to the blue star!" 

"Everyone gathers, if someone dared to fight timidly and can't hide, don't blame me for being 

merciless!" 

"..." 

One after another, the warriors who had been cultivated to be high-strength were ordered to spread all 

over the stronghold with the sound killing technique. 

Immediately afterwards, all the warriors in all directions put aside their things and rushed to the square. 

Su Lang also left the residence, ready to go to the square. 

Just in time, Xiao Ning on the side opened the door and flew out. 

"Senior Su Lang!" 

Xiao Ning smiled slightly when she saw Su Lang, but she was a little reluctant, and was obviously worried 

about the invasion of the Wind Spirit Race. 

"Don't worry, the Wind Spirits can't capture our Blue Star!" 

Su Lang smiled sharply, "Go, let's go to the square together." 

"it is good!" 

Xiao Ning nodded, and then wanted to hug Su Lang's arm and lead him to the square. 

But this is, Su Lang flew out of thin air! 

"Senior Su Lang! Are you... have broken through to the realm of King Wu?" 
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Xiao Ningmei glared, looking at Su Lang in disbelief. 

One day before, Su Lang was just an intermediate military commander. How could he become a king of 

war in a blink of an eye? 

Su Lang smiled: "Haha, I took some pills and broke through." 

"..." 

The corner of Xiao Ning's mouth twitched, "How many pills do you have to take to break through from 

the intermediate martial master level to the junior martial king level!" 

"Not many, hundreds of imperial elixir, dozens of hundreds of emperor elixir." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and he took out a handful of pill and stuffed it to Xiao Ning, 

"The war will start, you may be using these pill." 

"Ah? Hundreds of emperor-rank elixir pills?" 

Xiao Ning was surprised, and suddenly realized that there was a lot of pills in his hand. 

She lowered her head slightly, and her body was shocked by the mingled scent. 

Take a closer look, and the pill in his hand is actually a perfect quality royal-level pill and noble-level pill! 

"God! Where did you get so many pills?" 

Xiao Ning was dumbfounded, dumbfounded, "Did Master Lu Bai give it to you?" 

"I made it myself!" 

"Stop talking, go to the square!" 

Su Lang laughed, then turned and flew towards the square. 

Xiao Ning was stunned, and immediately followed Su Lang immediately. 

The Tatian stronghold was not big, and Su Lang and Xiao Ning arrived in the square soon. 

At this time, the square was full of people, close to two thousand people, and the average strength was 

Wuhuang! 

In front of the crowd, Lu Bai and other Wu Zun looked solemn and searched among the crowd from time 

to time. 

As soon as Su Lang and Xiao Ning landed, they were seen by Lu Bai. 

"Su Lang! You are finally here!" 

Lu Bai beckoned and motioned for Su Lang to pass. 

"Master Lu Bai!" 

Su Lang came to Lu Bai and bowed his hands in salute. 



When Jiang Wu and others saw Su Lang, they all surrounded him. 

"Su Lang, I think you flew here by yourself. Have you broken through to the realm of King Wu?" 

Jiang Wu patted Su Lang on the shoulder in disbelief, "What are you taking?" 

Wen Yong said with emotion: "This talent is really terrifying! It is totally unreasonable!" 

"Su Lang has such a terrifying talent, he can be called the second destiny of our human race." 

Xin Shan said solemnly, "We can't let him take risks in this war." 

"exactly!" 

Qiu Dong nodded hurriedly, "We will go to Blue Star later, Su Lang, you stay here!" 

"..." 

Six masters chatted around Su Lang. 

The attitude looks like six adults looking at a young baby. 

However, they never expected that the "baby" in their eyes was actually stronger than any of them! 

Chapter 432: What a fight for the human race of my generation! 

"Six masters! Thank you for your concern." 

Su Lang smiled one day, "But I must participate in this battle!" 

Lu Bai frowned: "Su Lang, although you have reached the Martial Emperor rank, you are not too strong 

in the crowd. 

Moreover, your talent is against the sky, and your potential is immeasurable. You are the hope of the 

human race. How can you easily take risks if you hold the fire of human civilization! " 

"Yes!" 

Jiang Wu said coldly, "If your kid goes on the battlefield, we won't be distracted?" 

"I......" 

Su Lang's face was strange, and he was about to refute immediately. 

suddenly. 

A Wu Zun ran up to report: "Senior Lu Bai, all the staff have assembled! 

Only a few people traveled outside and could not return temporarily. 

I have confirmed these people, they are indeed far away, and they can't come back in a short time. " 

"As long as it is not deliberately avoided." 

Lu Bai nodded and took out a list. "The people on this list are all geniuses with great potential but 

insufficient combat power. 
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They are not suitable for battle, you take them and wait in Tatian stronghold. 

If the Blue Star battlefield loses, we will return to the Tatian stronghold through the cracks in time and 

space to make peace with you. 

After that, they acted in accordance with the exile plan previously formulated. 

Now you go to gather the people on the list, and finally bring Su Lang with you. 

As for those who cannot return for a short time outside, let them not move rashly for the time being, 

find a place to hide, and wait for orders. " 

"Yes, the subordinate understands!" 

Wu Zun bowed solemnly, then turned and left. 

"..." 

Su Lang was a little speechless. 

But before he could speak, Lu Bai took a step forward and said loudly: "Elites, the human race has 

reached the most dangerous moment! 

Each of us must devote all our strength to resist the invasion of the Fengling race and protect the 

inheritance of the human race! 

Now, all the members who participated in the battle followed me to the rift in time and space, guarding 

the Blue Star, and defeating the Wind Spirit Race! ! " 

"Guardian Blue Star, defeat the Wind Spirit Race!" 

"Guardian Blue Star, defeat the Wind Spirit Race!!" 

"The wind spirits of the dog day, the human race of my generation, what a fight!" 

"dry!!" 

The elites of the human race are full of love and fighting spirit! 

Among the crowd. 

Jin Xiutian looked as usual, looking at the human martial artists around, he couldn't help feeling a little 

sad. 

The Wind Spirit Race is so powerful, how could the Human Race resist it? 

And this stronghold in the sky has already been known by the Fengling Clan, and the way of retreat has 

long been broken! 

The only choice for Terran is to surrender for the time being, and then look for opportunities to make a 

comeback! 

"The Valkyrie of the Wind Spirit Race, it's time to come too!" 

Jin Xiutian raised his head, a cold light flashed in his eyes. 



"let's go!" 

Lu Bai waved his hand and turned and flew towards the teleportation formation. 

Nearly two thousand warriors immediately rose into the air, following them. 

The Wu Zun who was ordered by Lu Bai also came to Su Lang's side, as if you don't want to follow. 

"I fork!" 

Su Lang rolled his eyes, ready to prove his strength by strong action. 

But at this moment! 

"Hahahaha!" 

A burst of laughter passed through the ground, through the protective formation of the Tatian 

stronghold, and passed into everyone's ears. 

"Ah! What a scary voice, I feel so dizzy!" 

"Such a strong man, who is this!?" 

"..." 

The human elites covered their ears and looked around in panic! 

But Lu Bai and other Wu Zun's complexions changed drastically, and their figures trembled slightly! 

From the laughter, they could feel that the man who laughed wildly was definitely a Valkyrie! ! 

"War God!!" 

"It must be the Valkyrie of the Wind Spirit Race!" 

"Damn it, how could the Valkyrie of the Wind Spirits find our Tatian stronghold!?" 

"This is not true. Our stronghold has so many camouflage formations, and there are mysterious clouds 

and pure moon fire covering its aura. How can anyone find out!?" 

"..." 

The eyes of Jiang Wu and others are splitting, incredible! 

Seeing that Lu Bai and others were panicked, the surrounding warriors couldn't help but feel fear, and 

they were all cold! 

"Su Lang!" 

Xiao Ningfei's face was pale beside Su Lang! 

"nothing." 

Su Lang patted Xiao Ning on the shoulder, softly comforting. 

suddenly! 



Chapter 433: Valkyrie Shentu Peak! 

"boom!!" 

A loud noise came from overhead. 

The entire Tatian stronghold trembled like a twelfth magnitude earthquake! 

Su Lang and Xiao Ning looked up and saw a terrifying crack appearing above the stronghold. 

The light of dawn shone into the Tatian stronghold from the gap of the big rift valley! 

In the beam of light, a slender figure looked down at everyone condescendingly. 

Although this person stood in the dark, the elites of the human race were not badly cultivated and could 

clearly see the person's face. 

With handsome faces, tall and slender figures, and dazzling white hair flying in the wind, he is a member 

of the Fengling Race! ! 

With a thought, Su Lang opened the attribute panel of this Fengling Clan warrior. 

[Name]: Shen Tufeng 

[Race]: Wind Spirit 

[Qualification level]: No shortage 

[Realm level]: Elementary Valkyrie 

[Attack level]: Elementary Valkyrie+ 

[Defensive Level]: Intermediate Valkyrie+ 

[Shenfa Level]: Intermediate Valkyrie+ 

[Endurance Level]: Intermediate Valkyrie+ 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Morning Star 

[Mastering Techniques]: Infinite Heart Sutra, Wushou Divine Body Jue (God Level, Dacheng), Nine Color 

Jade Cicada Sutra (God Level, Dacheng), Xuanwu Town Tiangong (God Level, Xiaocheng)... 

"It turned out to be the Valkyrie of the Wind Spirit Race!" 

"Yes, Wu Zun can't hit the earth into a big rift with one blow." 

"In addition, before the Wind Spirit clan starts the battle, it seems that they are well prepared," 

Su Lang raised his brows, "Even the location of Tatian Stronghold was found." 

As Su Lang was looking at Shentufeng, the other warriors began to discuss with trembling voices. 

"It's really the Valkyrie of the Wind Spirit Race!!" 

"What to do! Master Yanxingxing is not in the stronghold, what should we do?" 
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"Quick! Let's go to the teleportation array, first go through the time and space cracks to Blue Star!" 

"Asshole, are you really stupid or pretending to be stupid? Once we escape, the cracks in time and space 

will fall into the hands of the Wind Spirit Race!" 

"The main time-space crack on the Blue Star will take some time to expand before the wind spirit tribe's 

army can come. 

If the time and space cracks here fall, then the wind spirit tribe army will be able to pass through here 

and instantly enter the hinterland of our human race! " 

"Can't leave! We must fight, even if the opponent is a Valkyrie! We must guard the stronghold with our 

lives!" 

"Yes! I'll wait to die!" 

"..." 

After the initial panic, the Terran warriors gradually suppressed their fear and burst out with a spirit of 

seeing death at home! 

"It's just a senseless sacrifice, hey..." 

Among the crowd, Jin Xiutian sighed in her heart, and immediately shouted at peace: "Zhan Zhan Zhan!" 

"Fengling tribe warrior, Shentufeng!" 

Lu Bai's figure moved, and brought Jiang Wu and other Wu Zun experts into the air, his blood-red eyes 

staring at the Fengling Warriors. 

"A group of ants, dare to call my name directly?" 

"If you just kneel and surrender, I will give you a good time!" 

Shen Tufeng sneered again and again, "But now, you have lost the opportunity for liberation, and I will 

let you live forever, it is better to die!" 

"Huh, you are not ashamed!" 

Lu Bai snorted coldly, "We work together to support the formation, even if you are a Valkyrie, you can 

never break it!" 

The formation of Tatian stronghold is a joint formation arranged by the best formation masters of the 

human race, and the comprehensive defense power has reached the **** level! 

Although the god-level formation formed by the venerable formation is not so resistant to beatings. 

But it is still very difficult for Shentufeng to break it! 

"Tsk tut!" 

"Do you really think that some breaking formations can stop me?" 



Shen Tufeng looked down at Lu Bai disdainfully, "Now I can give you a chance to prepare your people 

and see how I can break this **** formation with one blow!" 

"Hmph, Shen Tufeng, be careful to blow up the bullshit!" 

Xin Shan sneered, and immediately waved his hand, "Everyone enters the formation node!" 

Xin Shan is the person with the highest formation and Dao cultivation level in the Tatian stronghold, so 

he will control the formation. 

At this time, his hands were flying, and the array rained down on the protective array. 

The array that had been activated suddenly shined brightly, showing a large array of red and blue 

pattern nodes! 

Chapter 434: traitor! 

The red array node is for warriors who know how to control the array. 

The warriors who enter the red node can cooperate with Xin Shan to control thousands of joint 

formations. 

The blue formation node is for warriors who don't understand formation. 

The warriors who enter the blue node only need to continuously send spiritual power as the formation 

energy. 

"Quick! Enter the formation node!" 

"Those who know how to enter the red node, and the rest of the warriors enter the blue node!" 

"Quickly, quickly, I will work together, Shen Tufeng will definitely not be able to attack!" 

"..." 

A large number of warriors fly into the formation and enter the nodes one by one! 

"Su Lang, let's go too!" 

Xiao Ning took Su Lang and flew up, entering the two blue formation nodes. 

"All of them are noble formations..." 

Su Lang looked around, his mouth twitched slightly. 

As long as he is willing, the surrounding formation will be under his control instantly. 

However, in order not to cause riots, he does not intend to usurp the control of the formation. 

at the same time. 

Jin Xiutian and other members of the Jin family also entered the formation node, with an imperceptible 

cold light shining in the eyes. 

This joint defense formation reached the **** level, and Shentufeng could not break it in a short time. 
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So in order to make a quick decision, I was caught off guard by hitting Blue Star through the cracks in 

time and space. 

The Fengling clan and Jin Xiutian had to work on the formation of these internal responses. 

But in normal times, the protective array is controlled by Xin Shan alone. 

Jin Xiutian and others couldn't enter the formation node at all, let alone manipulate them. 

Only at this critical moment can they have a chance to enter the formation node. 

After a few breaths. 

Everyone in Tatian stronghold has entered the formation node. 

"Blue Star is the main battlefield. This Shentufeng must be resolved early." 

"The formation defense has reached its peak, Shen Tufeng wants to break through, he must do his 

best!" 

"Once he makes a full shot, there will inevitably be a moment when the old force has already tried its 

best. 

Su Lang looked at Shentu Peak outside the formation barrier and thought to himself, "Seizing this 

opportunity, I can easily kill him." 

Thinking of this, Su Lang smiled slightly. 

At this time, the condescending Shentufeng spoke. 

"are you ready?" 

"Let me see, how many moves can your united formation block me? Don't be unstoppable with one 

move!" 

Shen Tufeng looked dismissively, and immediately squeezed with one hand, and a rapier appeared out 

of thin air in his hand. 

The slender blade of this rapier is four meters long, but the blade is only **** wide. 

The whole sword looks like a needle from a distance. 

"Everyone listens to orders and instills spiritual power!" 

Xin Shan suddenly yelled, and when the warriors of the human race heard the sound, the spiritual 

energy in the body immediately surged out and poured into the formation. 

The combined array is shining brightly, and the defense power has increased a little. 

"Futility of resistance!" 

Shen Tufeng was full of sarcasm, his sword flew out, and he stabbed down! 

"All the formation mages take orders! Kanren formation!" 



Xin Shan gave a loud order, and all the formation mages immediately changed their formations. 

In the blink of an eye, Shentufeng's long sword approached the formation. 

More than a thousand warriors stood in battle, vowing to block the sword of Shentufeng. 

And Su Lang just stared at Shentufeng's long sword, and he would use the Devouring clone in the next 

moment! 

And just now! 

Among the mages, a strange formation suddenly burst out of one person. 

As soon as this formation appeared, it was integrated into the combined formation! 

However, the integration of this formation has made the originally integrated and flawless United God-

level formation extremely unstable! 

Many formations instantly lost connection and dimmed. 

The defensive power of the combined formation was also greatly reduced in an instant, almost cut on 

the spot! 

At the same time, Jin Xiutian and others brazenly attacked the warriors around them one after another! 

"what happened!?" 

"There are traitors, there are traitors! It's the Jin family!" 

"Damn it! The dignified and hidden ancient people are willing to be dogs and horses, traitors!" 

"Ah! Jin family's miscellaneous things, I will not let you go as a ghost!" 

"..." 

Too many things happened at once. 

The defense of the formation was almost cut in half, and a large number of warriors were attacked and 

killed. Lu Bai and others were desperately looking like crazy! 

And just now! 

"Ding--!!" 

Shentufeng's long sword suddenly fell on the formation barrier! 

"Crack!!" 

A crackling sound spread throughout Tatian stronghold, and a slight crack appeared in the formation 

barrier. 

"Do not!!" 

Xin Shan spit out a mouthful of blood, and his whole body instantly wilted. 



"Hahahaha." 

Shen Tufeng laughed and stabbed again, "The formation of a group of wastes is vulnerable to a single 

blow!" 

In an instant! 

The tiny cracks instantly stretched in all directions, hanging in the sky like a hideous spider web! 

Chapter 435: Human race will never be a slave 

"Do not!!" 

Lu Bai was frightened, yelled for peace, frantically instilling spiritual power into the formation. 

But to no avail! 

"boom--!" 

The formation barrier covering the entire Tatian stronghold is like a collapsed sky, fragmented! 

Among the strongholds, Jin Xiutian and others continued to attack and kill panicked human elites, and a 

large number of Wuhuangs fell one after another, screamed again and again, and panicked. 

When the formation was broken, everyone seemed to fall into an ice cave, despair filled. 

"Human Jin Family, you are doing very well!" 

Shentu Peak hovered high in the sky, condescending, with an indifferent voice, "The blue star in the 

future must have your place!" 

"Submission is our only choice!" 

Jin Xiutian yelled loudly, "The Human Race has no retreat, there is no hope at all, I can only take shelter 

under the Fengling Race! 

Those who don't want to die, all put down their weapons, set themselves up for cultivation, and waited 

for it! " 

"Surrender without death!" 

"The human race needs the protection of the wind spirit race, otherwise it will be difficult to move on 

the Canglan Continent, surrender!" 

"..." 

The rebels headed by Jin Xiutian shouted and surrendered the human elite. 

In an instant, the expressions of many human elites changed drastically, struggling! 

"Fuck you code!" 

"The Human Race will never be a slave!" 

"You Jin family chores, I will kill you first today!" 
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Jiang Wu's eyes were blood-red, and he took out a long knife and killed Jin Xiutian! 

"I will never surrender, kill and kill!" 

Lu Bai and others also showed firmness and started counterattack with a large number of human elites! 

"You are looking for a dead end!" 

"If we survive, we still have hope, stop now!" 

"..." 

Jin Xiutian and the others said again, looking like we are all for the human race. 

"Stop talking nonsense, die!" 

Jiang Wu exhausted all his strength, slashed with a single knife, and the huge sword light slammed to Jin 

Xiutian. 

"Protect Young Master!" 

With a loud shout, Jin Jia Wuzun summoned the betrayers to protect Jin Xiutian. 

"Kill them!" 

"Vengeance for the dead compatriots!" 

"Hundreds of battles will not retreat, even if you die without regrets!" 

"..." 

A large number of warriors soared to the sky, rushing towards Jin Xiutian like a torrent. 

They didn't kill the Valkyrie of Xiangfengling Clan, because they all knew that even if everyone was tied 

together, they couldn't beat Shentufeng! 

Only Lu Bai and other Wu Zuns still have resistance in front of Shentu Peak. 

"boom!" 

A large number of warriors and the Jin family rebels fought together, and the terrifying aftermath made 

the underground strongholds that lost their protective formations sway and almost collapse! 

Shen Tufeng glanced at Jin Xiutian and others, did not do anything, but looked at Lu Bai and others 

indifferently. 

"Your hole cards, haven't you come out yet?" 

Shentufeng smiled coldly, as if playing with weak lambs. 

"All Wu Zun obey orders, fight the gods and dragon formations!" 

Lu Bai shouted, Xingshan forcibly suppressed his injury, and a dense array of texts broke out on his body. 



The remaining Wu Zuns who participated in the counterattack immediately surrounded Xingshan, 

stepping on the eyes of the battle, and perfecting the battle! 

In the blink of an eye, a huge divine dragon condensed and lay in mid-air, exuding a terrifying god-level 

power! 

"This is your hole card?" 

"The tattered battle formation gathered by Wu Zun is ashamed!" 

In the sky, Shentufeng, who was condescending as a god, sneered and raised his long sword to cut it 

down! 

"hiss--!" 

A sword light suddenly cut through the void and directly fell on the head of the dragon. 

Silently, a violent light burst out like the sun. 

Even Wu Zun felt that his eyes were blank, unable to see things! 

"puff!!" 

Regardless of their cultivation level, the Wu Zuns who formed the Dragon Formation of the Heavenly 

Gods spit blood together! 

"Humph, chicken and dog, the human race has nothing useful except Yanxingxing." 

Shen Tufeng showed sarcasm, and immediately took the sword and made another move. 

"Is it?" 

Suddenly a voice came into Shentufeng's ears from behind. 

"who!?" 

Shentufeng's expression changed drastically. Someone was approaching behind him, but he didn't even 

feel it! 

In an instant, he felt a crisis enveloped, his entire body horrified. 

Chapter 436: The death of Shentufeng! 

Without thinking about it, Shentu Feng immediately took a step forward, trying to distance himself. 

At the same time, a wave of spatial fluctuations violently spread from his body, and the surrounding 

shadows appeared, faintly visible as an independent space. 

This is the unique domain instinct of a god-level powerhouse! 

Once the domain is expanded, within its domain, the combat power of the god-level powerhouse will be 

greatly improved. 

However, it is not something that can be done in a single thought to expand the field concentrated in 

the pubic field. 
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At least, it takes ten milliseconds! 

And within this time. 

"boom!" 

An overwhelming god-level aura spread. 

At the same time, a long sword with black stripes on a white background pierced through Shentufeng's 

Dantian instantly as if piercing through space! 

The realm that has not been fully developed is immediately annihilated! 

Shentufeng's body was shocked, and after a chill, a tsunami-like pain came from his body and soul. 

"what!" 

Shentufeng screamed in pain and madness. 

"Humph!" 

A cold snort sounded, and the long sword that pierced Shentufeng's dantian trembled fiercely, and a 

terrifying force burst out, directly blasting a big hole in his stomach. 

Shentufeng's body almost became two knots in an instant. 

Terrifying spiritual power poured out from Shentufeng's body and returned to heaven and earth, his 

cultivation level fell to the **** level in an instant. 

However, Shentufeng's body was ultimately God-level, and his powerful vitality prevented him from 

dying on the spot. 

"Before you thought the Terran chickens were vulnerable, but now?" 

A figure holding a long sword, went from behind Shentufeng to the front, sneered at Shentufeng, it was 

Su Lang! 

After swallowing up twelve clones of Su Lang, his true combat power is already a senior Valkyrie! 

Coupled with the terrifying Youtian Sword, Shentu Feng almost lost his resistance in a single blow! 

"You are... Terran!!!" 

"How is this possible, how could Human Race have a second Valkyrie?" 

The severe mental injury made Shen Tufeng almost collapsed, but he still recognized Su Lang's identity. 

"How can it be impossible?" 

Su Lang smiled coldly, "Speaking of which, your Fengling tribe is really rubbish. With such a long race 

history, there are only six or seven Valkyrie, not even Martial Saint." 

"Funny! Ignorance!" 



"A trivial human race, a backward martial arts civilization dare to make false claims about the martial 

arts! Hahaha!" 

Shentufeng laughed wildly like crazy, and suddenly a terrifying spiritual torrent burst out of his eyes, 

rushing towards Su Lang! 

"Negative corner resist!" 

Su Lang flipped his wrist, and the Youtian sword slashed out, smashing Shentufeng's mental attack in an 

instant. 

"what!!" 

Shen Tufeng screamed and wanted to move again. 

But Su Lang had not given him a chance, and Youtian Sword's remaining power remained undiminished, 

and he cut his neck straight. 

"puff!" 

A spring of blood spouted from Shentufeng's neck. 

"Ding! You get the Soul of the Valkyrie*1, the Enlightenment of Space*1, the Intermediate Sacred 

Artifact Xingfeng Yitian*1, the high-grade spiritual jade*8, the medium-grade spiritual jade*1836, the 

low-grade spiritual jade*356886, the best spiritual stone*6235682 , God-level refining material..." 

A long system reminder sounded, this is the funeral of a generation of warlord Shentufeng! 

"This can be regarded as killing God, haha." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, revealing a cheerful smile. 

And until now! 

Shentufeng stabbed a sword, and the dazzling light that spread out slowly disappeared, and the human 

warriors below could see. 

At this moment, they looked up at the sky with endless fear and despair, and their fighting spirit was 

almost wiped out. 

too strong! 

Just the light makes it hard for them to see... 

The Valkyrie floating in the air is simply an invincible existence! 

Ok! ? 

The Valkyrie floating in the air seems to have changed! ? 

And he actually held a human head in his hand! ! 

"Who is that? What happened!?" 

Everyone's brains are blank, their thoughts are stagnant and hard to work, and they are completely lost. 



Before being unable to see things, Shentufeng's screams were again covered by the vigorous sound of 

fighting from below. 

So until now, all talents have discovered changes! 

"It's Su Lang!!" 

Suddenly a cry of exclamation sounded like a thunder on the ground, awakening everyone. 

The warriors came back to their senses, their eyes widened, and they burst out with amazing light! 

"It's Su Lang!" 

"It's Su Lang!!" 

"Su Lang is holding Shentufeng's head!" 

"God! Su Lang is so powerful that he can assassinate a Valkyrie!" 

"We are saved! Su Lang tried his best to turn the tide and kill the Valkyrie, and our stronghold is kept!" 

"Unexpectedly, a second Valkyrie appeared in my human race, God bless my human race!" 

"..." 

Chapter 437: The miserable Jin Xiutian 

Countless people cheered crazy! 

Jiang Wu, Lu Bai and others were unbelievable, but ecstatic! 

Jin Xiutian and the others were indifferent, trembling all over, unbelievable! 

"Shentufeng is dead! How could it be possible!" 

"He is a **** of war, he has a magical tool, how could he fall in the blink of an eye!" 

"How could Su Lang be the **** of war, he is clearly less than twenty years old!" 

"Could it be that he disguised everything!? He had already broken through to the realm of the Martial 

God, understood our plan, and deliberately stayed here!?" 

"No! What he did before did not seem like a hidden boss!" 

"All of this can't be true, this is false, illusory, and my life in this world is false, not true, this is not true!" 

"..." 

Jin Xiutian had a mental breakdown, and the rest of the Jin family warriors also doubted life and the 

world, and the whole person instantly became muddled and unconscious, losing all resistance. 

"Catch them!" 

In the sky, Su Lang waved his hand to collect Shentufeng's head and gave the order indifferently. 

"Quick! Catch them!" 
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"Be sure to get them cramped and peeled, and the corpses will be broken into pieces!" 

"How can this be enough? I have a thousand kinds of torture here. I want them to try them all!" 

"The Thai and Thai dogs I raised are when they are most energetic! I want to throw them into the animal 

pen and let them..." 

Jiang Wu Lubai and the others recovered and immediately swarmed to arrest Jin Xiutian and other 

rebels. 

"No! Don't catch me!" 

"I'm acting on orders! Don't!" 

"I was threatened, I was threatened by Jin Xiutian!" 

"Let go, our Jin family is all for the human race, our original intention is not wrong!" 

"Get out! Let me go! Don't think that you can turn things around and turn the tide in a Su Lang!" 

"The Fengling Clan still has a total of five Valkyrie, and there are countless troops. The Blue Star is bound 

to lose!" 

"I had the hope of surviving when I originally surrendered, but now that Shentufeng is dead, the 

Fengling Clan will definitely not accept the crowd, we are all done!" 

"..." 

Jin Xiutian and others were originally in a sluggish state, but when their lives were threatened, they still 

woke up. 

They begged for mercy, they defended, they threatened... 

But it was useless, and the angry warriors arrested them all. 

Those who dare to resist directly abolished the cultivation base, twisted their limbs, slapped dozens of 

slaps, spit a few mouthfuls and sputum. 

Among them, Jin Xiutian is the worst! 

Not only was Ling Chi miserable, his limbs were broken, blood flowed, and even his facial features were 

dug! 

"Jin Xiutian, today I want to extract your spine alive!" 

A good brother who was beheaded by the insurgents, Emperor Wu had blood red eyes and grabbed Jin 

Xiutian's back! 

Some grieving warriors around also stared at Jin Xiutian fiercely, carefully watching him being tortured 

to death. 

"Don't kill him yet, keep the interrogation news." 

Su Lang flew over and stopped the Wu Huang who was so angry that he almost lost his mind. 



"Okay, listen to Master Su Lang!" 

Seeing that Su Lang was coming, the angry Emperor Wu immediately let go of Jin Xiutian and 

respectfully returned to the crowd. 

"Master Su Lang!" 

Lu Bai, Jiang Wu and others ran over, surrounded Su Lang, staring at him intently. 

"..." 

Su Lang always felt his back tingling when he was stared at by the big masters... 

"Su Lang...sir! We never expected that you turned out to be a Valkyrie!" 

"Master Su Lang, you must be a hidden master of our human race. You know that the human race is in 

trouble, so you entered the Tatian stronghold and solved the conspiracy of the wind spirit race!" 

"Master Su Lang, thanks to you today! Otherwise, our stronghold will be wiped out!" 

"..." 

Lu Bai and others saluted Su Lang one after another! 

In their opinion, Su Lang can only be a hidden warrior. 

Otherwise, a young man who is less than twenty years old can be promoted to the realm of Martial 

God? It's impossible! 

"Masters don't have to be like this!" 

Su Lang smiled and waved his hand, "I only used the secret technique to reach the Martial God level. I 

succeeded in a sneak attack and killed Shentu Feng." 

"Secret Technique!?" 

"What secret technique is so overbearing!?" 

"My God, the consumption of this secret technique must be terrifying, but don't come at the cost of 

life!" 

"Su Lang, tell me quickly, what is the cost of using this secret technique? We will help you recover it!" 

"Senior Su Lang, don't have anything to do with you!" 

"..." 

Chapter 438: Everyone gets a point 

Everyone became anxious. 

Especially Lu Bai and others, almost anxiously crying. 

In the eyes of everyone, Su Lang must have paid a terrifying price! 
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Perhaps it is the overdraft of life, or the potential of overdraft, or the other unimaginable price... 

"Don't worry, everyone, I did pay some price." 

Su Lang looked around at everyone and said with relief, "But it is not life-threatening, nor will it affect 

my martial arts talent and potential. It is easy to make up for it." 

"Really?" 

Lu Bai said in disbelief, "Then how can you make up for it?" 

"Ok......" 

Su Lang pondered for a moment, and said, "A lot of spirit stones and materials are needed, all levels are 

fine." 

No way! 

Su Lang himself has only the martial arts level combat power, and he wants to use secret techniques to 

reach the martial **** level. If he does not pay a price, no one will believe it. 

However, the spirit stones and materials are temporarily useless for everyone, so Su Lang plans to 

collect them and use them comprehensively. 

"Spirit stones and materials?" 

"Just use these to make up for the loss?" 

"Could it be... some peculiar substances in spirit stones and materials?" 

"Don't worry, give the materials to Senior Su Lang soon!" 

"Quickly, quickly, I have three million high-grade spirit stones!" 

"I only have hundreds of thousands of high-grade spirit stones here, and some king-level and imperial-

level materials!" 

"Quickly hand over the spirit stone materials of these traitors to Master Su Lang!" 

"Yes, yes, why didn't I expect this?" 

"..." 

The crowd was so excited that they took out their own spirit stones and materials to Su Lang. 

Then he took off the space ring of Jin Xiutian and others and handed it to Su Lang. 

In a short period of time, all the spirit stones of thousands of people were in Su Lang's hands. According 

to a rough calculation, there are probably more than 1 billion high-grade spirit stones! 

In addition to this, there are a large number of materials, basically all of the materials of the king, 

emperor, and honor orders. 

"Thank you for the materials and spirit stones!" 



Su Lang didn't intend to let everyone give in vain, so after thanking him, he ordered the system to 

synthesize all the materials into a superior rank, and then refine them into a superior rank weapon and 

medicine. 

"Ding! You have obtained the high-rank weapon Tiansha Qingyang Seal*1!" 

"Ding! You get a premium weapon, Niou Eagle Claw Umbrella*1!" 

"Ding! Successfully refining, you will obtain the exalted pill Zhenwu Panlong Pill*5!" 

"..." 

For the sake of quantity, Su Lang chose to refine both the elementary noble artifacts and the ordinary 

noble pill. 

All the people present are human elites, although most of them are at the Wuhuang level, but which 

one does not have a few high-level materials? 

Refining the primary venerable device can be refined with only one or two venerable materials and 

some royal materials. 

And to refine the high-ranking pill, it has the function of ‘lack of one’, even if it lacks a certain material, it 

can be refined! 

In the storage space, the material is drastically reduced, and it will be exhausted in a short time. 

And the number of weapons and elixirs are also increasing, eventually reaching a terrifying number! 

"These weapons and medicinal pills are made by me on weekdays. Everyone has one point!" 

Su Lang took out the high-rank weapons and medicine pills from the storage space, and suspended them 

in the air with his spiritual treasure ability. 

In an instant, the tops of everyone's heads were covered with weapons and pills. 

The radiance of the weapon and the scent of the pill filled the air, making everyone instantly stunned! 

"This! These are all premium weapons!" 

"Oh my God, there are nearly two thousand high-rank weapons!" 

"There are also medicines, these high-ranking medicines are all of perfect quality!" 

"Thousands of high-ranking pills are suspended in the air like stars. This is something I dare not dream 

of!" 

"..." 

The warriors looked up, their eyes were unbelievable. 

Lu Bai and others also opened their mouths in horror! 

"My God, hasn't Su Lang advanced his knowledge of Qi Dao and alchemy Dao to the highest level in 

these two days?" 



"No! These pills and weapons can be refined in just one or two days? They must have been refined 

before Su Lang!" 

"In this way, Su Lang's alchemy and formation attainments are unpredictable!!" 

"Hey, we also taught Su Lang the knowledge of Dao Dan Dao before, but now it seems that it's not the 

case of the class?" 

"Hi, Su Lang...It's so mysterious, what kind of person is he!" 

Chapter 439: Back to the Blue Star! 

"..." 

Lu Bai, Qiu Dong and others looked at each other and were so shocked that they could not speak. 

At this time, Su Lang looked around at everyone and called up their attribute panels. 

With the attribute panel, he quickly understood the skills that everyone was good at. 

Immediately afterwards, Su Lang waved his hand, and each weapon fell into the hands of a celebrity 

elite. 

This was not over yet, those pills were evenly distributed to everyone by Su Lang. 

"This is the honorable weapon presented to me by Master Su Lang!" 

"Oh my God, I never thought I could have a venerable weapon at the Martial Emperor level!" 

"My spear is just suitable for my practice. With it, my strength can at least be doubled!" 

"There are also these pills, one can make me from a dying state to alive, I will never be afraid of injury!" 

"..." 

The crowd looked excited, unable to restrain themselves, one by one carefully stroked their own 

weapons and pills, as if they were treating their own children. 

At this time, one person came to Su Lang with a weapon: "Master Su Lang, these are too precious, I..." 

"These weapons and pills are prepared for everyone, and they will definitely be used during the war!" 

"You are all warriors of the human race, you are qualified to have these weapons and pills!" 

"In the war with the Fengling Clan, we will win——!!!" 

Su Lang squeezed his fist, raised it high, and screamed from the sky, his fighting spirit rushed into the 

sky! 

"Sure victory!" 

"Human race will win!!" 

"..." 
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Everyone was infected and raised their fists and shouted, and the fighting spirit was surging! 

suddenly 

Lu Bai took out the jade card for transmission, his expression changed drastically: "Be quiet, everyone, 

listen to me, the Fengling Clan has opened the space-time crack leading to the Blue Star. 

Not long ago, the Jin family warriors on the Blue Star also launched a rebellion war, and our losses were 

very heavy! 

The wind spirit tribe army is now passing through the cracks in time and space. It is currently only at the 

Wuhuang level, and the number is countless! 

But the time and space cracks are still expanding. It is estimated that Wuzun level and even the battle 

power of the Valkyrie level will soon descend on Blue Star! " 

"what!?" 

"Quick! Let's get back to Anti-Blue Star!" 

"Can't delay, go back quickly!" 

"..." 

The crowd looked anxious, and the crowd was angry. 

Su Lang frowned. He originally thought it would take a while for the Wind Spirit Clan to open the cracks 

in time and space. 

During this period of time, he can find the entrance to the time and space crack of the Wind Spirit Race, 

and control or destroy its formation. 

But at this time, it seems that it is too late. 

"You can only return to Blue Star and kill him back." 

"Now there are twenty-five minutes left to swallow the clone. It must be as fast as possible." 

Su Lang thought for a while and turned to Lu Bai and said, "Master Lu Bai, I'm afraid that the stronghold 

here can no longer be defended. Let's go back to Blue Star." 

"It doesn't matter, the entrance to the time-space crack here is not in Tatian stronghold." 

Lu Bai said, "If the teleportation array here is destroyed, no one will be able to find the entrance to the 

crack in time and space in a short time." 

"Well, without further ado, let's go!" 

Su Lang nodded, and immediately ordered loudly, "Everyone listens to the order, back to the Blue Star!" 

Immediately afterwards, he took the lead and flew to the teleportation formation. 

Lu Baijiangwu and others followed closely, and many Wuhuang Wuzun also quickly followed. 

At this moment, Su Lang has become the leader of all human elites! 



"Wow!!" 

A burst of light flashed, and people passed through the teleportation array to the underground space 

where the space-time crack was located. 

Su Lang dispatched the only remaining clone to destroy the teleportation array at Tatian stronghold and 

erase all traces to prevent an array mage from calculating the coordinates of the other teleportation 

array. 

Immediately afterwards, the teleportation array in the space where the space-time crack was located 

was also erased, and everyone plunged into the space-time crack and headed to Blue Star! 

At this moment. 

The blue star is like the end! 

A huge space-time crack vortex hung in the sky. 

This vortex occupies almost half of the sky, and the entire Blue Star sky is dim! 

Some wind spirit warriors and fierce beasts with weaker cultivation base rushed into the blue star 

through the cracks and descended on the earth. 

On the earth, the main city of Blue Star was in chaos, and countless warriors fought desperately against 

the Jin family rebels, the warriors of the Fengling tribe, and the fierce beasts. 

Chapter 440: I would rather die than surrender! 

Every minute and every second, there are a large number of human warriors who die without corpses. 

However, there are still countless warriors who throw everything away, carrying weapons, or rushing 

toward the enemy with bare hands! 

Blood filled the sky and the earth, roaring through the clouds and the earth! 

The aftermath of the terrifying battle is like a torrential rain hitting the water, turbulent! 

One after another high-rise buildings collapsed, forming ruins. 

At the same time, the human races under the cultivation base and ordinary people without cultivation 

base ran around. 

A horrible wave of fierce beasts rushed into the city, devouring countless human races. 

Some have lost their husbands, some have lost their wives, some have lost their parents, and some have 

lost their children. 

There are even more people who break their homes and die instantly, all alone! 

Despair is permeated, and the gate of death seems to have been opened to the entire Blue Star! 

Many human warriors collapsed directly, sitting on the ground crying, or lost their eyes, let them be 

slaughtered! 
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In Xuanyuan Martial Arts Academy. 

Tens of thousands of talented warriors gathered together, under the leadership of Yun Yemeng and 

others, relying on the protective formations of the school to resist the invasion. 

Outside the formation, the three people were suspended in the air. 

One of them has a crooked figure, but has a magnificent breath. It is the leader of the Jin family, Jin 

Yuanji! 

"Yun Yemeng! Surrender!" 

Jin Yuanji looked down on Xuanyuan Wudao Academy from a high condescending position, "The only 

way out for the human race is to shelter in the Fengling race. 

Don't resist stubbornly, because it has ruined our human race tens of thousands of talented students! " 

As soon as this statement came out, tens of thousands of students were suddenly indignant. 

The previous cracks in time and space reappeared. When everyone was horrified, they worked together 

to prevent the expansion of time and space. 

But when it came to a critical juncture, he encountered the Jin family backlash, and was instantly 

attacked and killed a large number of important people! 

The Terran coalition broke up on the spot, and the expansion of time and space cracks can no longer be 

contained! 

Those wind spirit warriors and fierce beasts with a lower cultivation base rushed into the blue star and 

cooperated with the fierce beasts that reproduced on the blue star to kill them! 

Most of the many stronghold cities on the Blue Star were wiped out in a short time! 

The Xuanyuan Martial Arts Academy, the Martial Arts Alliance, and the Li family and the Wei family of 

the hermit ancient family suffered heavy losses and retreated steadily! 

Most of the land of Blue Star fell almost instantly. 

The reason why the situation of the Blue Star human race deteriorated so quickly, the Jin family can be 

said to be the culprit! 

"Jin Yuanji, you old immortal dog! Had it not been for your Jin family rebellion, how could our human 

race's situation be so bad!" 

"The dignified and hidden ancient Jin family is willing to be someone else's crotch, a running dog, don't 

you feel ashamed?" 

"Dog. Ri’s Jin Yuanji, dog. Ri’s Jin family, eat inside and out, let’s go to you!" 

"Even if we are going to die today, we have to let your Jin family chopsticks be buried with us!" 

"..." 

The students yelled at them, gritted their teeth, and waited to pounce on their flesh. 



"Humph! A bunch of stupid trash!" 

Jin Yuanji smiled without anger, "Yun Yemeng, if you really want to resist to the end, you will definitely 

die! 

The lives of all members of the Xuanyuan Martial Arts Academy are now in your hands. Are you really 

going to take them to death? " 

"I'll wait, I'd rather die than surrender!" 

Yun Yemeng's expression was indifferent, "Even if we are dead, Master Yanxingxing will lead the human 

elite to come back, and then it will be your traitor's death date!" 

"Hahaha!" 

"Yan Hengxing is in the main city of the Fengling Clan, and it is hard to protect himself. In Tatian 

stronghold, a Valkyrie will come back for destruction and come back? Dreaming?" 

"Hmph, Yun Yemeng, since you toast and not drink fine wine, then I don't bother to waste my tongue!" 

Jin Yuanji flicked his sleeves and said coldly, "The Martial God of the upper clan is coming, you wait for 

death!" 

It seems to confirm Jin Yuanji's words, the space-time crack covering half of the sky expanded again, 

almost swallowing the entire sky! 

Only where the sky and the earth meet, there is still a ray of sunlight coming in. 

In the cracks of time and space, two extremely terrifying auras permeated, directly causing the situation 

to change color and the creatures to tremble! 

Immediately afterwards, two figures flew out from the cracks in time and space, high above them, 

stepping on the clouds. 

These two are the two great gods of the Fengling clan who descended on Blue Star, Bei Tang Rui and Bo 

Ximing! 

The majestic Valkyrie breath filled the world, and even the air seemed to become several times heavier. 

 


